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Abstract: Surface energy must in some way be connected to surface chemistry and is therefore an
important determinant of a biomaterial’s functions. This work elucidates the basic phenomena and
wetting mechanisms associated for a widely used bioinert ceramic, magnesia partially stabilized
zirconia (MgO-PSZ) following CO2 laser treatment. Contact angles for a set of test liquids were
used to measure the wettability characteristics and to reduce the surface energy of the MgO-PSZ
before and after CO2 laser treatment. CO2 laser treatment of the MgO-PSZ surface was seen to
e� ect an improvement in the material’s wettability characteristics. Furthermore, it was found that
the extent of wettability modi®cation was closely related to the microstructure induced by CO2 laser
radiation on the surface of the MgO-PSZ.
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NOTATION

DR Wenzel-type roughness
FR interfacial free energy of adhesion
G thermal gradient (K/cm)
r roughness factor
R solidi®cation rate (cm/s)
Wad work of adhesion (J)
Wd

ad dispersive component of work of adhesion (J)
Wp

ad polar component of work of adhesion (J)

® surface energy (mJ/m2)

®d dispersive component of the surface
energy (mJ/m2)

®p polar component of the surface energy (mJ/m2)

®lv liquid±vapour surface energy (mJ/m2)
®d

lv dispersive component of the liquid±vapour
surface energy (mJ/m2)

®p
lv polar component of the liquid±vapour surface

energy (mJ/m2)

®sl solid±vapour surface energy (mJ/m2)

®sv solid±vapour surface energy (mJ/m2)

®d
sv dispersive component of the solid±vapour

surface energy (mJ/m2)

®p
sv polar component of the solid±vapour surface

energy (mJ/m2)

³ contact angle (deg)

³ideal contact angle for an ideal smooth surface
³rad radial contact angle

³rough contact angle for a rough surface

³th theoretical contact angle

1 INTRODUCTION

The biocompatibility of a material is determined by the
interactions between the implant and biological system
on the micrometre and nanometre scales [1], and the
physicochemical surface properties of the materials. For
example, the chemical composition, surface energy, semi-
conductor properties and surface charge play important
roles. Laser surface processing has proven to be a
controllable and ¯exible technique for modifying the
surface properties of biomaterials, e.g. laser treatments
such as patterning and microfabrication [2, 3], pulsed-
laser deposition of biocompatible ceramics [4±8],
improving the surface corrosion of biometals [9±11] and
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laser treatment of plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite
coating [12].

Surface energy should be in some way connected to
surface chemistry; consequently, it is an important
determinant of biomaterials functions. In previous
work concerned with biomaterials, a CO2 pulsed laser
was used to graft a biopolymer [13] and a biorubber
[14] for the purpose of improved surface hydrophilicity,
and to cause the change in the wettability of a polyethy-
lene terephthalate (PET) surface. Moreover, Lawrence
and Li [15] compared the e� ects of a CO2 laser, a Nd-
doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser, an
excimer laser and a high-power diode laser (HPDL) on
the wettability characteristics of polymethyl methacry-
late (PMMA), a biopolymer, and found that the various
laser beams caused di� erent changes in the wetttability
characteristics. In addition, there have been many inves-
tigations into the application of laser radiation to alter
the wettability characteristics of many materials.
Lawrence and Li showed that laser surface processing
a� ected the surface energy of metals [16, 17]. Likewise,
much work showed that excimer radiation a� ected the
wettability characteristics of PET [18±20], polyparaphe-
nylene terethalamide (PPTA) [21] and polyether±ether±
ketone (PEEK) [22, 23] and enhanced the coating adhe-
sion of metals [24, 25]. The existing work is concerned
predominantly with polymers and metals, and no work
has hitherto been conducted on the laser processing of
the bioinert ceramics.

However, it is recognized in the small amount of
pertinent literature that the use of laser radiation for
the modifying the wettability characteristics of engineer-
ing ceramics materials is feasible. Lawrence and Li [26]
have shown that the texturing of ceramics (with an
excimer laser at 248 nm) can enhance the adhesion
strength. Moreover, Lawrence and co-workers found
that HPDL treatment of the SiO2±Al2O3 basic ceramic
(ceramic tile) [26], the SiO2±Al2O3±Fe2O3-based ceramic
(clay quarry tile) and Al2O3 and SiO2±TiO2 [27] resulted
in an improvement in the wettability characteristics. The
alterations in the surface roughness, the surface O
content and polar component of surface energy were
found to be the mechanisms active in modi®cation of
wettability. Further study [28] showed that the surface
energy is the most predominant factor governing the
wetting characteristics of the SiO2±Al2O3-based ceramic.
In work, Hao and Lawrence [29] proved the ability of
laser surface treatment to modify the wettability charac-
teristics of the magnesia partially stabilized zirconia
(MgO-PSZ) and thereby achieved a favourable cell
attachment on the modi®ed MgO-PSZ [30].

This work investigates the basic phenomena and
wetting mechanisms associated with CO2 laser proces-
sing of MgO-PSZ, the widely used bioinert ceramic
with high mechanical strength and excellent corrosion
resistance. Contact angles of a set of liquids are used to
measure the wettability characteristics and to calculate

the surface energy of the MgO-PSZ before and after
CO2 laser surface treatment. The relationship between
the CO2 laser-induced microstructures and wettability
characteristics of the MgO-PSZ was analysed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Material speci®cations

The material under investigation was a 4 per cent MgO-
PSZ. The material was obtained in sheet form with
dimensions 50 mm £ 50 mm £ 2.15 mm (Goodfellow
Limited) but, for experimental convenience, it was cut
into blocks of 50 mm £ 12 mm £ 2.15 mm with a dia-
mond blade cutter. The material was used as received
prior to laser treatment.

2.2 Laser experimental arrangement

A 3 kW CO2 laser emitting with a wavelength of 10.6 mm
was used in this study. The laser produced a transverse
electromagnetic mode (TEM01) beam and was operated
in the continuous-wave mode. Figure 1 illustrates the
full arrangement complete with the ®ve-axis workstation
(Trumpf, Limited). As can be seen, a series of optical
units are used to deliver the CO2 laser unit to the stage
through the laser head, which is positioned by means
of two linear axes ( y and z axes) and two rotary axes
(b and c axes). The defocused CO2 laser beam was ®red
and traversed across the surface of the MgO-PSZ
samples placed on the stage using the x axis. The
defocused laser beam with 11 mm spot diameter was
passed over the surface of the specimen single time.
The fumes produced were removed with an extraction
system, while O2 process gas at a pressure of 2 bar was
used to shield the laser optics and to assist the surface
treatment.

2.3 Wettability characteristics analysis procedure

To investigate the e� ects of laser radiation on the wetting
and surface energy characteristics of the MgO-PSZ, a set
of sessile drop control experiments were carried out using
glycerol, formamide, ethane glycol, polyglycol E-200 and
polyglycol 15-200. The test liquids, together with their
total surface energies ®lv, dispersive component values
®d

lv and polar component values ®p
lv [31] are detailed in

Table 1.
The contact angles of the test liquids on the untreated

and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ were determined in
atmospheric conditions at 25 8C using a sessile drop
measure machine (Fist Ten AÊ ngstroms, Inc.). In order
to estimate the in¯uence of contaminant layers on the
measurement results, the specimens of the untreated
MgO-PSZ were cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic
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bath for 2 h, rinsed with distilled water several times and
dried in a vacuum oven at 90 8C for 12 h. The test liquids
were used to measure the contact angle for the cleaned
sample. It was observed that the value of the contact
angles on the cleaned sample are 1.5, 1.2, 1.0, 0.9 and
0.88 for glycerol, formamide, ethane glycol, polyglycol
E-200 and polyglycol 15-200 respectively, lower than
that of the received sample without the cleaning. It is
assumed that the contaminant on the surface of the
MgO-PSZ has only a slight in¯uence on the value of
contact angle. Since the contaminant is a minor factor
active in the wettability characterization, it is
reasonable to omit cleaning pre-treatment for practical
application of laser treatment. In order to explore the
potential of laser treatment as an industrial and
economical processing for altering the wettability of
MgO-PSZ, the current research is conducted on atmos-
pheric environment without pre-cleaning. The results
on the contact angle were obtained using the average
values of ®ve measurements for one sample that were
measured immediately after laser treatment. Each
measurement of contact angle lasted for 3 min with

pro®le photographs of the sessile drop being obtained
every minute and a subsequently determined. After a
test liquid drop of average volume 9 ml attached and
rested on the MgO-PSZ surface, the drops consistently
reached an equilibrium state in around 6 s. Thereafter
they remained motionless and the magnitude of the con-
tact angle changed little with time. On average, only
§0.58 deviation in the contact angle for each test liquid
was observed during the 3 min measurement when time
photographs were taken every minute, indicating that
the shape of the drop was stable in its equilibrium
state. As can be seen later from Fig. 5a, the di� erence
between the contact angle values on the left-hand side
and the right-hand side of the sessile drop is very small,
just 0.68, which generates §0.38 deviation. In turn, the
average total deviation for the contact angle measure-
ment will be §0.88.

3 THE ANALYSIS OF CO2 LASER-INDUCED
SOLIDIFICATION MICROSTRUCTURE ON
THE MgO-PSZ

The major e� ects of varying the thermal conditions on
solidi®cation microstructure are well known according
to the theory of constitutional supercooling at low
solidi®cation rates and morphological stability theory
at high solidi®cation rates [32]. The extent of the zone
of constitutional supercooling depends upon the opera-
tive solidi®cation parameters, i.e. the solidi®cation rate
R and thermal gradient G. Increasing the gradient-rate
ratio G/R causes a progressive change in the solidi®ca-
tion characteristics, ranging from fully dendritic to
cellular dendritic to cellular and ®nally to planar front

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for the CO2 laser surface treatment of the MgO-PSZ

Table 1 Total surface energies ®lv and their dispersive compo-

nents ®d
lv and polar components ®

p
lv for the selected

test liquids [30]

Liquid
®lv

(mJ/m2)
®d

lv

(mJ/m2)
®p

lv
(mJ/m2)

Glycerol 64.0 34 30
Formamide 58.3 32.3 26.0
Ethene glycol 48.3 29.3 19.0
Polyglycol E-200 43.5 28.2 15.3
Polyglycol 15-200 36.6 26.0 10.6
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growth. When the threshold of planar interface stability
is exceeded a cellular interface is formed but, before any
such cell structure is formed, several di� erent stages have
to be undergone [33]. When the degree of constitutional
supercooling is small, i.e. G/R is slightly less than that
required for stability, the interface develops small
irregularities; however, no de®nite structure is present.
Increasing the degree of constitutional supercooling

leads to the formation of ®ne elongated cells at the inter-
face. On further increasing the degree of constitutional
supercooling, the capped-hexagonal formation becomes
the stable interface shape. Finally, when marked consti-
tutional supercooling exists, the cellular shape is
developed. At even larger supercooling (G/R becomes
even smaller), a transient from the cellular into cellular
dendritic interface will occur [34].

Fig. 2 Examination of the microstructure produced in the laser track: (a) schematic depiction of the area of

the laser track analysed; (b)±(d) surface optical images of the microstructures (b-1), (b-2) at the centre,
(c) at the midway point and (d) at the edge of the laser track (with a power density of 2.5 kW/cm2 and a

traverse speed of 2000mm/min)
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3.1 Solidi®cation microstructure analysis

Variations in the CO2 operating parameters (power
density and traverse speed) were seen to e� ect signi®-
cantly the microstructure obtained within the laser-
treated areas on the MgO-PSZ surface. The surface
microstructures were examined using optical micro-
scopy. All microstructural features observed from the
surface view were evaluated without metallographic
polishing or etching. High heat input from a laser
beam to melt a localized area on the surface sample
can achieve high cooling rates; the cooling rate will be
di� erent from the centre to the edge of sample and
cause di� erent microstructures. Therefore, the micro-
structures obtained in di� erent regions of the laser
track may explain the e� ect of laser-induced solidi®ca-
tion microstructure.

3.2 Microstructures induced by a relatively high power
density

Figure 2a depicts schematically the regions analysed
optically. One laser track was treated with a relatively
high power density of 2.5 kW/cm2 under a traverse
speed of 2000mm/min. As can be seen, di� erent solidi-
®ed microstructures were observed in the di� erent
regions, in the centre (Figs 2b-1 and b-2), at the
midway point (Fig. 2c) and at the edge (Fig. 2d) of the
CO2-laser-treated track on the MgO-PSZ.

The structures described as `coral’ and a few dendritic
structures were found in the centre of the track, while a
cellular structure was observed at the midway point of
the track and a hexagonal structure appeared at the
edge. According to constitutional supercooling theory,
such a progressive change in the solidi®cation character-
istics within the same track, ranging from dendritic !
cellular ! hexagonal structure, indicates the di� erent
degrees of constitutional supercooling extending from
the centre ! the midway point ! the edge of the CO2-
laser-treated track on the MgO-PSZ surface.

In the centre of the track, a few dendritic structures
shown in Fig. 2b-2 appeared, indicating that the ratio
G=R is small enough to form dendritic structures. Since
the cooling rate is very high in the centre, secondary
arms of the dendrites can be either completely absent
or very short. Hence, a microcrystalline structure may
be formed and these spherical cells may coalesce to
form the `coral’ structure shown in Fig. 2b-1, in which
the perimetric cells of the coalescence grow in accord
with the dendritic pattern due to the relative slow
scanning speed. On the other hand, the reason for the
®ne-grain structures may be that cellular dentriditic
arms may have a slightly higher solute content than the
outer portions of the arms. Hence, the melting point
here would be lower, and the thermal ¯uctuations
would tend to cause melting just at this location. In
any case, the roots of the dendrite arms are often smaller

in diameter than the exterior portions and, even if melt-
ing in response to a thermal ¯uctuation were uniform, it
would result in separation of the arm from the main
stalk. When the arm that is separated is then carried
away into slightly supercooled liquids, a new crystal is
formed without a new nucleation event.

In the laser solidi®cation process, convection ¯ow in
the melt pool provides an applicable mechanism, not
just for breaking o� the arms of dendrites but also for
dissipating superheat in the liquid so that the transported
arm can grow. However, strong turbulent convection has
the added e� ect of bringing heat pulses to the interface.
These heat pulses accelerate the melting o� of dendritic
arms [35]. Therefore, some ®ne-grain cellular structures
as shown in the left-hand part of Fig. 2c at the midway
point on the MgO-PSZ, which show the undulating
current, could come from the melted-o� arms since a
strong convection ¯ow exists in the melt pool. The
other cellular structures, shown in the right hand part
of Fig. 2c at the midway point on the surface of the
MgO-PSZ, could be the cells induced from direct solidi-
®cation under supercooling.

At the edge, the G=R ratio at the interface is just
slightly less than that required for stability; i.e. the
degree of constitutional supercooling is small. Conse-
quently, the hexagonal structure shown in Fig. 2d can
be easily formed and becomes a stable interface shape.

3.4 Microstructures induced by a relatively low power
density

A typical example of the microstructure obtained with
a relatively lower power density of 1.6 kW/cm2 and
traverse speed of 2000mm/min is shown in Fig. 3.
Again, it is evident that di� erent solidi®ed micro-
structures were observed in the di� erent regions, at
the centre (Fig. 3b), at the midway point (Figs 3c-1 and
c-2) and at the edge (Fig. 3d) of the CO2-laser-treated
track on the MgO-PSZ.

As can been seen from both Fig. 3b and Fig. 3d, the
hexagonal microstructure appeared in the centre and
edge of the laser-treated track, while the cellular struc-
ture is formed at the midway point shown in Figs 3c-1
and c-2. Such solidi®cation characteristics within the
track indicate that the smallest gradient ratio is at the
midway point with the maximum power density of
the laser beam. At the centre and at the edge, the G=R
ratio is not high enough to produce a cellular structure
and is just slightly less than that required for stability
so that the hexagonal structure can be easily formed.
The hexagonal structure seems ¯atter at the edge than
at the centre, showing a more favourable gradient ratio
for the planar structure. This indicates that the extent
of constitutional supercooling is higher in the centre
than at the edge, showing that the power density of
laser beam at the centre is higher than at the edge.
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3.5 The e� ect of beam shape and the resulting
temperature distribution

The CO2 laser used in the experiment is a TEM01 multi-
mode. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the power density dis-
tributions of the CO2 laser appear to be multi-mode.
From Fig. 4a, it can see that the CO2 laser beam does
not display a maximum peak in the middle of the
beam; the peak is around the midpoint of the beam.
Moreover, the small acrylic part at the centre has not

been burnt out after CO2 laser treatment, indicating
that the maximum power density is not situated at the
centre but at the midpoint of the beam. The di� erent
G=R ratios along the width of laser-treated track indicate
that the laser beam is not a Gaussian mode beam, but a
TEM01 mode beam. Based on the convective currents
caused by a Gaussian beam pro®le [36, 37] and tempera-
ture distribution of the TEM01 beam pro®le, a schematic
diagram of the convection currents is shown in Fig. 4c.
From the schematic temperature distribution of the

Fig. 3 Examinationof the microstructureproduced in the laser track: (a) schematic depiction of the area of the
laser track analysed; (b)±(d) surface optical images of the microstructures (b) at the centre, (c-1), (c-2)

at the midway point and (d) at the edge of the laser track (with a power density of 1.6kW/cm2 and a

traverse speed of 2000mm/min)
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laser beam, it is shown that the highest temperature is not
at the centre of the beam, but at the midway point near
the centre. This is in accord with the result that the
cellular structure formed at the midway point with the
relatively low power density which has the lowest G=R
ratio with the highest temperature in the laser beam.
Moreover, the temperature at the centre is higher than
at the edge of the laser beam, so that G=R at the centre
is smaller than at the edge. This G=R ratio distribution
results in the formation of `coral’ and dendritic structure
at the centre and hexagonal structure at the edge of the
track with the relatively high power density. It also
causes a less planar hexagonal structure in the centre
than at the edge of the track with the relatively low
power density.

Indeed, such ®ndings have been reported by a number
of workers conducting research into the laser treatment
of various ceramics and alloys. Pei et al. [38] noted that
both equiaxed and dendritic microstructures were

obtained in di� erent regions of the same laser-clad
ZrO2 layer, concluding that the di� erences were related
to di� erent cooling rates in the various regions of the
laser-clad ZrO2 layer. Liu [35] obtained similar results
in laser-sealed Y2O3±ZrO2 and MgO±ZrO2 ceramic
coatings. Shih et al. [39] observed that, across a
YBa2Cu3Ox and laser-clad track, di� erent microstruc-
tures were found in di� erent regions, and Shieh [40]
made similar observations across a SiO2±Al2O3 laser-
clad track. Additionally, both noted not only that cellu-
lar and dendritic microstructures were visible but also
that the microstructures were much ®ner on the edge of
the clad track than at the centre. Such di� erences in
microstructure type and size were ascribed to the various
degrees of constitutional supercooling, which, according
to McCallum et al. [41], are inherent in laser processes. In
this study, di� erent microstructures within one CO2-
laser-treated track were observed and indicated the
di� erent stages of cell formation, due to the various

Fig. 4 Beam pro®le of the TEM01 multi-mode CO2 laser burnt on acrylic (a) from a parallel aspect and (b)

from a vertical aspect; (c) schematic diagram of the convection currents generated within the laser
melt pool
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extents of constitutional supercooling with the di� erent
G=R ratios across from the centre towards the edge of
the track.

4 THE EFFECTS OF CO2 LASER RADIATION ON
THE WETTABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE MgO-PSZ

4.1 Contact angle and wettability

When a drop of liquid is in free space, it is drawn into a
spherical shape by the tensile forces of its surface tension,
which results from the attractive and repulsive forces
that exist between the molecules of the liquid. When
such a drop of liquid is brought into contact with a ¯at
solid surface, the ®nal shape taken by the drop (and
thus whether it will wet the surface or not) depends
upon the relative magnitudes of the molecular forces
that exist within the liquid (cohesive) and between the
liquid and the solid (adhesive) [42]. The contact angle
is related to the solid±vapour surface energy ®sv, the
liquid±vapour surface energy ®lv, and the solid±liquid
interfacial energy ®sl, through the principal of virtual

work expressed by the rearranged Young equation:

cos ³ ˆ ®sv ¤ ®sl

®lv

…1†

Clearly, to achieve wetting, ®sv should be large, while ®sl

and ®lv should be small. Hence liquids of a lower surface
tension will always spread over a solid surface of higher
surface tension in order to reduce the total free energy of
the system [43]. This is because the molecular adhesion
between solid and liquid is greater than the cohesion
between the molecules of the liquid [42].

The adhesion intensity of a liquid to a solid surface is
known as the work Wad of adhesion and is given by the
Young±Dupre equation:

Wad ˆ ®lv…1 ‡ cos ³† …2†

Optical micrographs of a sessile drop of glycerol placed
on the surface of a MgO-PSZ sample before and after
laser irradiation with the contact angle results are
shown in Fig. 5. Additionally, as Table 2 shows, with
all the control liquids used, the MgO-PSZ experienced
a signi®cant reduction in contact angle as a result of
interaction with the CO2 laser beam.

Fig. 5 Contact angles for glycerol on (a) the untreated surface and (b) the CO2-laser-treated surface of the

MgO-PSZ (with a power density of 1.6 kW/cm2 and a traverse speed of 2000mm/min)

Table 2 Mean values of contact angles formed between the untreated and laser-treated MgO-PSZ for various
power densities (traverse speed of 2000mm/min) and the selected test liquids at 25 8C

Contact angle ³ (deg)

CO2 laser treated at the following power densities

Test liquid Untreated 0.5 kW/cm2 0.9 kW/cm2 1.6 kW/cm2 1.9 kW/cm2 2.5 kW/cm2

Glycerol 79 76 62 40 50 54
Formamide 73 71 57 36 44 50
Ethene glycol 61 60 48 29 38 41
Polyglycol E-200 53 51 40 26 33 36
Polyglycol 15-200 35 33 28 19 22 27
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4.2 The e� ect of surface oxygen content

The observed increase in the wetting performance of the
MgO-PSZ will have certainly been in¯uenced by the
increase in the O content of the MgO-PSZ surface as a
result of the laser treatment, since this is known to
increase the likelihood of wetting [44±47]. Wetting is
governed by the ®rst atomic layers of the surface of a
material; thus, in order to determine accurately the
content of the element O on the surface of the MgO-
PSZ, it was necessary to examine the surface using X-
ray photoemission spectroscopy.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that an increase in the
surface O content of the MgO-PSZ after interaction
with the CO2 laser beam was observed. The values
obtained showed that the O content increased from an
initial value of 41.6±64.3 at %, while the contact angle
of glycerol decreased from an initial value of 79 to
408. As can be seen, an overall increase of some
22.7 at % in the amount of O on the CO2-laser-treated
surface of this MgO-PSZ sample has occurred. This is
believed to be due to the oxidation of the MgO-PSZ
surface during melting and vitri®cation. When the O
content increases to a value of 64.3 at %, the contact
angle decreased to its minimum value. This indicates
that O enrichment of the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ
surface is active in promoting wetting and adhesion,
as well as bonding. This ®nding is similar to that of
Song and Netravali [46, 47], who observed that the
surface O content increased after laser treatment and,
in turn, e� ected a reduction in the contact angle. How-
ever, when the O content is higher than 64.3 at %, the
contact angle increased despite the further increase in
O content. This suggests that other mechanisms are
active and more dominant and so cause the contact
angle to increase.

4.3 The e� ect of surface roughness

It is important to consider also the in¯uence of the
substrate surface roughness on the wetting contact
angle. Roughness grooves on a surface, which may
contribute to the in¯uence of contact angles, can be
categorized as either radial or circular grooves. Any
actual rough surface can be represented by a combina-
tion of these two cases [48]. In fact, two roughness
parameters can be de®ned: the Wenzel [48] type, DR,
and the Cassie±Baxter [49] type, FR. In the instance
where wetting spreads radially, then the resulting radial
contact angle ³rad is related to the theoretical contact
angle [50] ³th by

cos ³rad ˆ DR…1 ¤ FR† cos ³th ¤ FR …3†

According to Neumann [51], only if FR is equal to zero,
can a model similar to that for heterogeneous solid sur-
faces then be developed in order to account for surface
irregularities and is given by the Wenzel equation

r cos ³ideal ˆ cos ³rough …4†

where r is the roughness factor de®ned as the ratio of the
real to apparent surface areas, and ³ideal and ³rough are
contact angles for an ideal smooth surface and a rough
surface respectively. It is important to note that Wenzel’s
treatment is only e� ective at the position of the wetting
triple line [48]. Equation (4) shows that, if r is large, i.e.
the solid surface is rough, then cos ³rough is large and

³rough decreases for ³ < 908.
By varying the laser operating parameters it was

possible to obtain a narrow range of surface roughness
values. For experiment purposes only, the contact
angles for glycerol in contact with the CO2-laser-treated
MgO-PSZ surface were obtained at various points across
this narrow range of surface roughness values. As can be
seen from Fig. 7, the surface of the untreated MgO-PSZ
samples was very smooth, with an average Ra value of
around 0.295 mm. After CO2 laser treatment it can be
seen that the roughness of the MgO-PSZ surface
increased. The results given in Fig. 7 reveal that CO2

laser treatment consistently brought about a rougher
surface; ³ was lower than that for the smoother untreated
surface. This observation is according to equation (4)
and the ®ndings of other workers [52±55]; an increase
in surface roughness ought to e� ect a decrease in ³,
when it is lower than 908. Moreover, it must be noted
that the experimental conditions in this study and in
the previous work by others are very di� erent. Whereas
in the previous work only the surface roughness was
altered, in this work the CO2 laser treatment e� ects
changes in many other surface properties besides rough-
ness. From Fig. 7, it is observed that, from an initial
maximum ³ of 798 in the untreated state and a surface
roughness of 0.295 mm, CO2 laser treatment results in a
minimum ³ of 408 at a surface roughness of 0.717 mm.

Fig. 6 Relationship between the glycerol contact angle and

surface O content for the untreated and laser-treated

MgO-PSZ with various power densities
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However, it is also worth remarking that the increase in
surface roughness of the MgO-PSZ obtained after laser
treatment is very small, only about 0.4 mm, and is not
proportional to the considerable reduction in the contact
angle. Consequently, it is postulated that other factors
such as changes in the surface energy and O content
play a more predominant role than surface roughness
in the signi®cant decrease in contact angle for the
MgO-PSZ after CO2 laser treatment. This is enforced
by the fact that, after the point with the minimum ³,

there is a relatively small increase from 40 to 548 in ³,
despite the marked increase from 0.717 to 3.854mm in
surface roughness.

4.4 E� ects of solidi®ed microstructures and surface
melting on contact angle

In order to analyse the e� ects that the solidi®ed structure
of the MgO-PSZ surface has on the wettability perfor-
mance of the MgO-PSZ, a series of wetting experiments

Fig. 7 Relationship between the glycerol contact angle and surface roughness for the untreated and laser-

treated MgO-PSZ with various power densities

Fig. 8 Relationship between the contact angle on the untreated and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ and power

density and solidi®ed structure
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using only glycerol were conducted to determine the
contact angle for a range of laser power densities. In
this way, it was possible to obtain di� erent solidi®ed
microstructure on the surface of the MgO-PSZ. In
order to simplify the analysis, the structure was de®ned
according to the main structure on the MgO-PSZ surface
after CO2 laser treatment, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be
seen from Fig. 8 that the microstructure on the surface
of the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ is shown to have a
signi®cant e� ect on the contact angle. The mere reorder-
ing of crystals that occurs at power densities below
around 0.5 kW/cm2 appears to have only a slight e� ect
on the contact angle, reducing it from 79 to 768. At
around 0.9 kW/cm2, the contact angle decreases signi®-
cantly from 77 to 628, with the hexagonal structure on
the MgO-PSZ surface. With a further increase in power
density to around 1.6 kW/cm2, the contact angle
decreases sharply from 62 to 408, with some crystalline
cell structures beginning to form in the treated track.
One reason for this sharp reduction in the contact
angle at this point may be that melting is initiated with
this power density, signifying that this is an essential pre-
requisite in order for signi®cant reductions in the contact
angle to be realized. After this point an increase in the
contact angle from 40 to 508 occurs corresponding to
the point of uniform cell structure formation; then
from 50 to 548, dendrites and coral structure occurred.
Indeed, work conducted by Zhang et al. [56] found that
signi®cant improvements in the bond strength of a
Si3N4 ceramic could be realized only when excimer
laser treatment of a structural alloy steel (SAE 4340)
resulted in surface melting. Similarly, Lawrence and Li
[57] observed a sharp reduction in the contact angle at
the point of melting onset of amalgamated oxide com-
pound grout (AOCG) after HPDL treatment and a
small but discernible increase in the contact angle with
the generation of a rougher surface at higher power
levels.

In general, the laser radiation induces the micro-
structural change and consequently causes a reduction
in the contact angle on the MgO-PSZ surface. The
contact angle begins to decrease signi®cantly when the
cellular structure forms on the surface. The onset of
melting and cell formation creates a sharp decrease in
the contact angle.

4.5 Surface energy of the MgO-PSZ and dispersive or
polar character

4.5.1 Surface energy of the MgO-PSZ

The intermolecular attraction which is responsible for
surface energy ® results from a variety of intermolecular
forces whose contribution to the total surface energy is
additive [58]. The majority of these forces are functions
of the particular chemical nature of a certain material,
and as such the total surface energy consists of ®p

(polar or non-dispersive interaction) and ®d (dispersive
component, since van der Waals forces are present in
all systems regardless of their chemical nature). There-
fore, the surface energy of any system can be described
by [59]

® ˆ ®d ‡ ®p …5†

Similarly, Wad can be expressed as the sum of the di� er-
ent intermolecular forces that act at the interface [60]:

Wad ˆ Wd
ad ‡ Wp

ad ˆ 2…®d
sv®d

lv†1=2 ‡ 2…®p
sv®p

lv†
1=2 …6†

However, by equating equation (6) to equation (2), the
contact angle for solid±liquid systems where both disper-
sion forces and polar forces are present can be related to
the surface energies of the respective liquid and solid by

cos ³ ˆ
2…®d

sv®d
lv†1=2 ‡ 2…®p

sv®p
lv†1=2

®lv

¤ 1 …7†

By plotting the graph of cos ³ against (®d
lv)1=2=®lv accord-

ing to equation (7), it is possible to estimate adequately
the dispersive component of the MgO-PSZ surface
energy, ®d

sv. Thus, according to Fowkes [59], the value
of ®d

sv is estimated from the gradient [equal to 2(®d
sv)

1=2]
of the line which connects the origin (cos ³ ˆ ¤ 1) with
the intercept point of the straight line [cos ³ against
(®d

lv)1=2=®lv] correlating the data point with the abscissa
at cos ³ ˆ 1. Figure 9 shows the best-®t plot of cos ³
against (®d

lv)1=2=®lv according to equation (7) for the
untreated and laser-treated MgO-PSZ±experimental
control liquid system. From Fig. 9 the values of ®d

sv for
the untreated and the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ
were calculated as 42.7 and 48.2 mJ/m2 respectively.
Comparing the ordinate intercept points of the untreated
and laser-treated MgO-PSZ±liquid systems, it can be
seen clearly from Fig. 9 that, for the untreated MgO-
PSZ±liquid systems, the best-®t straight line intercepts
the ordinate closer to the origin. This indicates that, in
principle, dispersion forces act mainly at the MgO-
PSZ±liquid interfaces, resulting in poor adhesion
[59, 61]. In contrast, Fig. 9 shows that the best-®t straight
line for the laser-treated MgO-PSZ±liquid systems inter-
cepts the ordinate considerably higher above the origin.
This is indicative of the action of polar forces across
the interface, in addition to dispersion forces; hence
improved wettability and adhesion is promoted [51, 53].
Additionally, since neither of the best-®t straight lines
intercepts below the origin, then it can be assumed that
no equilibrium ®lm pressure of adsorbed vapour on the
MgO-PSZ surface (untreated and laser treated) occurred
[59, 61].

The value of the polar component of the MgO-PSZ
surface energy ®p

sv cannot be determined directly from
Fig. 9. This is because the intercept of the straight line
[cos ³ against (®d

lv)
1=2=®lv] is at 2…®p

sv®
p
lv†1=2=®lv and thus

only refers to individual control liquids and not to the
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control liquid system as a whole. However, it has been
established that the entire amount of the surface energies
due to dispersion forces either of the solids or of the
liquids are active in the wettability performance [59, 62].
As such, it is possible to calculate the dispersive com-
ponent of the work of adhesion, Wd

ad, by using only the
relevant part of equation (6); thus

Wd
ad ˆ 2…®d

sv®d
lv†1=2 …8†

Table 3 shows the values of Wad calculated using equa-
tion (2) and the values of Wd

ad calculated using equation
(8) for both the untreated and the CO2-laser-treated
MgO-PSZ. The results reveal that for each particular
control liquid in contact with both the untreated and
the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ, from the plots of Wad

against Wd
ad [29], Wad can be correlated with Wd

ad by
the line relationship

Wad ˆ aWd
ad ‡ b …9†

Also, for the control test liquids used, a linear relation-
ship between the dispersive and polar components of

the control test liquid surface energies was deduced
which satis®ed

…®p
lv†

1=2 ˆ 2:9…®d
lv†1=2 ¤ 11:14 …10†

By introducing equation (9) into equation (6) and re-
arranging, then

Wp
ad ˆ …a ¤ 1†Wd

ad ‡ b …11†

By introducing equation (10) into equation (6) and di� er-
entiating with respect to …®d

lv†1=2, considering that …®d
sv†1=2

and …®p
lv†

1=2 are constant, then the following can be
derived:

…®p
sv†1=2 ˆ …®d

sv†1=2…a ¤ 1†
2:9

…12†

From a plot of equation (11), a can be determined for the
untreated and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ (2.41 and
4.25 respectively). Since ®d

sv has already been determined
for the untreated and laser-treated MgO-PSZ from Fig.
9, then it is possible to calculate ®p

sv for untreated and

Fig. 9 Plot of cos ³ against …®d
lv†1=2=®lv for the MgO-PSZ in contact with the wetting test control liquids,

before and after CO2 laser treatment of various parameters

Table 3 Values of Wad and Wd
ad for the test liquids and determined for the constanta from the plots of Wad against for the untreated

(UT) and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ of various parameters

Power Work Wad of adhesion for the following test liquids* Dispersive work Wd
ad of adhesion for the following test liquids*

density
(kW/cm2) a Glyc Form Ethene P1 P2 Glyc Form Ethene P1 P2

UT 2.41 76.2 75.2 71.5 69.6 66.6 76.1 74.2 70.7 69.3 66.6
0.5 2.37 79.4 77.5 72.5 70.9 67.3 77.2 75.2 71.6 70.3 67.5
0.9 3.03 92.8 89.8 80.7 77.0 68.8 77.7 75.7 72.1 70.7 67.9
1.6 4.25 113.3 105.5 90.3 82.7 71.4 80.9 78.8 75.1 73.7 70.8
1.9 3.42 105.0 98.5 86.5 80.0 70.6 80.5 78.4 74.7 73.3 70.4
2.5 3.17 101.8 95.6 84.5 78.7 70.3 77.7 75.2 71.6 70.3 67.5

*Glyc, glycerol; Form, formamide; Ethene, ethane glycol; P1, polyglycol E-200; P2, polyglycol 15-200.
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CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ using equation (12)
directly. Table 4 gives the values determined for ®d

sv

and ®p
sv for both the untreated and the CO2-laser-treated

MgO-PSZ.
As can be seen from Table 4, CO2 laser treatment of the

surface of the MgO-PSZ leads to an overall increase in the
total surface energy ®sv, from 52.8 to 108.9 mJ/m2 while,
more importantly, also signi®cantly increasing the polar
component of the surface energy ®p

sv, from 10.1 to
60.7mJ/m2. These increases (in particular the increase in

®p
sv) have a positive e� ect upon the action of wetting and

adhesion [51], since primarily both dispersion and polar
forces are active to a greater extent [59, 61]. The changes
in the surface energy of the MgO-PSZ after laser treat-
ment are thought to be due to the fact that CO2 laser
treatment of the surface of the MgO-PSZ results in
partial vitri®cation of the surface, a transition that is
known to e� ect an increase in ®p

sv [62], and thus an
improvement in the wettability characteristics and an
increase in the adhesion at the interface in contact with
the control liquids. This conclusion is in strong agreement
with the ®ndings of Agathopoulos and Nikolopoulos [63],
who from a wettability analysis of SiO2±TiO2 in various
states, from fully crystalline through to completely vitri-
®ed, found that, as the crystallites in the material
decreased, ®p

sv increased.

4.5.2 Surface energy and laser parameters

In order to ®nd the relationship between the micro-
structure and surface energy of the MgO-PSZ, samples
treated under di� erent power densities were analysed.
Similarly, it is possible to estimate reasonably accurately

®d
sv of the MgO-PSZ before and after CO2 laser treatment

at various power densities. Figure 9 shows the best-®t
plot of cos ³ against …®d

lv†1=2=®lv for the untreated and
CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ material±experimental
control liquid system. A comparison of the ordinate
intercept points of the untreated and CO2-laser-treated
MgO-PSZ material±liquid systems, shown in Fig. 9,
reveals that, for the material±liquid systems of the
untreated and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ with
0.5 kW/cm2 power density, the best-®t straight line
intercepts the ordinate relatively close to the origin. On
the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that the best-®t straight
line for the MgO-PSZ material±liquid systems of the
samples treated by a higher laser power density intercept

the ordinate considerably higher above the origin. The
highest intercept point is for the sample treated with a
power density of 1.6 kW/cm2 and a traverse speed of
2000 mm/min. This is signi®cant since an interception
of the ordinate well above the origin is indicative of the
action of polar forces across the interface, in addition
to dispersion forces; hence improved wettability and
adhesion is promoted [59, 61]. Therefore, it suggests
that the action of polar forces and wettability of the
CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ can be modi®ed according
to the power densities. According to the values of ®d

sv,
it is possible to calculate ®p

sv directly for the untreated
and CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ material using equa-
tion (12) with the appropriate values of the constant a
given in Table 3. Table 4 gives the values determined
for ®d

sv and ®p
sv, as well as the total surface energy for

both the untreated and the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ.
As can be seen from Fig. 10, after CO2 laser treatment,

®sv and ®p
sv increased depending on the microstructures

obtained at di� erent laser parameters. However, ®d
sv

experiences only a very slight increase. For the sample
treated with a relatively low power density, only mere
crystal reordering appeared on the surface of the MgO-
PSZ, with little change in the surface energy being seen.
When a hexagonal microstructure was generated on the
surface of the MgO-PSZ, obvious increases in ®sv and

®p
sv are observed (see Fig. 10). For the sample treated

with a relatively medium power density, the cell forma-
tion on the MgO-PSZ surface corresponded to the
maximum ®sv and ®p

sv. With increases in the power
density and traverse speed, the uniform cell micro-
structure on the surface of the MgO-PSZ causes ®sv

and ®p
sv to decrease from the maximum value. When

coral and dendritic microstructures appear on the sur-
face of the MgO-PSZ, ®sv and ®p

sv are further reduced
from their maxima. A similar trend of modi®cation
according to the laser parameter for the MgO-PSZ is
also observed for the adhesion Wad of glycerol shown
in Fig. 11.

4.6 Identi®cation of the main factors active during
modi®cation of wettability characteristics

In order to elucidate and give a greater understanding of
the basic process phenomena and the numerous factors
involved, this section discusses the predominant in¯uential

Table 4 Determined surface energy values for the MgO-PSZ before and after laser treatment of various power densities (traverse
speed of 2000mm/min)

CO2 laser treated at the following laser densities

Laser parameter Untreated 0.5 kW/cm2 0.9kW/cm2 1.6 kW/cm2 1.9 kW/cm2 2.5 kW/cm2

Dispersive component ®d
sv (mJ/m2) 42.7 43.8 44.4 48.2 47.5 48.2

Polar component ®p
sv (mJ/m2) 10.1 10.4 21.9 60.7 33.2 27.7

Total ®sv (mJ/m2) 43.3 44.2 56.3 108.9 80.7 74.9
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mechanisms, namely surface roughness, surface O con-
tent, surface microstructure and surface chemistry, and
the individual e� ects thereof on the CO2-laser-modi®ed
wettability characteristics of the MgO-PSZ.

Lawrence [28] conducted work to isolate these
in¯uential factors, thereby allowing the magnitude of
their in¯uence to be determined. The analysis of HPDL
radiation on selected metallic materials revealed that
surface roughness was the primary in¯uential factor

governing changes in contact angle and hence the
wettability characteristics of the mild steels, while the
surface energy, by way of microstructural changes, was
found to be by far the most predominant element govern-
ing the wetting characteristics of the SiO2±Al2O3-based
ceramic. To a much lesser extent, the surface O content,
by way of the process gas, was also seen to in¯uence a
change in the wettability characteristics of the SiO2±
Al2O3-based ceramic, while the surface roughness was

Fig. 10 Relationship between the surface energies ®d
sv, ®p

sv and ®sv of the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ and

power density

Fig. 11 Relationship between the work of adhesion of glycerol on CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ and power

density
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found to play a minor role in inducing changes in the
wettability characteristics.

In order to investigate the in¯uential factors on the
wettability characteristics of the MgO-PSZ surface, the
contact angles for glycerol were measured against
the surface roughness, the surface O content, the micro-
structure and the polar component of surface energy.

In order to analyse the in¯uential interrelationship
between cos ³ and surface roughness speci®c to the
CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ, the experimental results
obtained are compared graphically as shown in Fig. 12.
It is observed that even a slight increase in roughness
of surface below 0.717 mm causes cos ³ to increase in
accordance with equation (4). After this point, cos ³
decreases despite a sharp increase in surface roughness,
indicating that other factors in¯uence the value of
cos ³. Therefore, the rougher surface of the modi®ed
sample has a higher value of cos ³ than the smooth
untreated sample, but the change in cos ³ is not propor-
tional to the alteration in the surface roughness. It must

be noted that in this work the CO2 laser treatment e� ects
changes in many other surface properties besides
roughness. It is believed that other mechanisms play a
more predominant role in in¯uencing the wettability
characteristics of the CO2-laser-treated MgO-PSZ than
the surface roughness.

Consequently, it is necessary to investigate the other
factors known to in¯uence wettability characteristics,
namely the O content and the polar component of the
surface energy. As can be seen from Fig. 12, cos ³
increased with corresponding increase in the surface O
content when the value of the surface O content is
lower than 63.4 at %. This indicates that surface O
content is certainly one of the factors in¯uencing the
wettability characteristics of the MgO-PSZ. This is in
accord with the established theory for the relationship
between the O content of materials and their wettability
characteristics [44±47]. However, when the value of the
surface O content is higher than 63.4 at %, further
increase in the surface O content does not cause a

Fig. 12 Relationship between cos³ for glycerol and the surface roughness, the surface O content, the polar
component of surface energy and the microstructures of the untreated and CO2-laser-treated

MgO-PSZ surface
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higher value of cos ³. This suggests that the O content is
not a major factor active in changing the wettability
characteristics of the MgO-PSZ. A clear relationship
between the value of cos ³ and the polar component of
surface energy can be observed in Fig. 12, which reveals
that an increase in ®p

sv will cause a rise in cos ³. Moreover,
since a relationship was found between the surface
microstructure and the surface energy of the MgO-PSZ
previously, it is assumed that the surface energy and
the surface microstructure are the chief in¯uential factors
on the wettability characteristics of the MgO-PSZ.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this work are a clear indication
that CO2 laser surface treatment brought about the
microstructure change and the improvement in surface
energy of the MgO-PSZ. The extent of this wettability
characteristics modi®cation was generated by manipula-
tion of the laser operating parameters. The in¯uential
factors active in e� ecting the changes in the value of
the wettability characteristics are identi®ed as follows:

1. Surface solidi®cation and melting. The CO2 laser treat-
ment induced various solidi®ed microstructures on
the MgO-PSZ surface, causing di� erent values of
contact angle for the test liquids. It was found that
a sharp reduction in contact angle was accompanied
by the onset of melting and forming of crystal on
the surface of the MgO-PSZ.

2. Increase in the polar component of the surface energy,

®p
sv. This results from the melting and laser rapid

solidi®cation of the MgO-PSZ surface. The action
force of ®p

sv and wettability of the MgO-PSZ increased
after CO2 laser treatment.

3. Surface O content. The increase in the surface O con-
tent of the MgO-PSZ resulting from surface oxidation
followed CO2 laser treatment was identi®ed as further
promoting the action of wetting, since an increase in
surface O content inherently e� ects a decrease in the
contact angle.

4. Surface energy. It is believed that surface energy, by
way of microstructural changes, is by far the most
predominant element governing the wetting charac-
teristics of the MgO-PSZ. The surface O content is
also seen to in¯uence a change in the wettability
characteristics of the MgO-PSZ, while the surface
roughness is found to play a minor role in inducing
changes in the wettability characteristics.
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